Ten values of 12−j symbols of the first kind published earlier are challenged by values calculated with an independent Python program. The program first implements a narrow class of square roots of rational numbers, utilizing Python's unlimited representation of big integers. Wigner's 3jm symbols, 6-j, 9-j, 12-j and 15-j symbols are then calculated by their familiar representations as sums over products of these.
I. UPDATE ON 12-j SYMBOLS
As remarked earlier [2, 12] , the table of 12−j symbols of the first kind listed by Wei and Dalgarno [22, 23] needs correction. Modified reference values are proposed in Table I , generated with the Python package delivered in the ancillary files. Each parameter set of angular momenta is fed into an instance of the Wigner12j class, the instance is called, and its value and floating point approximation are printed. Appendix A provides one manual check of the simplest case. Table II prints reference values for the 12−j symbols of the second kind, computed for a randomly selected set of half-integer input vectors.
II. PYTHON3 PROGRAM A. Auxiliary class of square roots
The programming language Python uses an internal representation of integers with unlimited precision, and offers a representation of rational numbers on that basis in the fractions.Fraction class.
The module surd reproduced in the auxiliary files defines a surd.Surd class which represents a product of such a rational number by a positive square root of another such number, which suffices to calculate the Wigner symbols "exactly" [4] . Floating point representations are calculated on demand calling the float or to decimal member functions. Multiplication and division of two Surd are forwarded to the Fraction implementation.
The task of keeping the number under the square root square-free is delegated to functionality provided through the Python package NZMATH [10], see README.txt in the auxiliary files.
Heuristically, the summations always reduce to members of a single quadratic field; sums (or differences) of square roots of rational numbers are apparently not needed [17] . (For the 9-j symbols, this representability is a result of Wu's factorizations [24] .) As a backup, the class surd.SurdVec defines an exact representation of values of this kind, stored as vectors of the type surd.Surd, and also bestowed with the basic arithmetic binary functions. j1  j2  j3  j4  l1  l2  l3  l4  k1  k2  k3 The following standard representations are implemented in the wigner3j module [3, 14, 25] . The class Wigner3jm calculates one value of The class Wigner6j uses
with triangular factors defined as
The class Wigner9j implements The results of this 9-j calculation have been validated against other published values [8, 16, 19, 20] . Other values, without the factor (−) 2x , have also appeared [13] . In the class Wigner12j, the 12−j symbols of the first kind are [1, 6, 7, 11]
The symmetric 12−j symbols of the second kind are [15, 25] 
Representative output of six evaluations with the program is gathered in Table II . In the classes Wigner15j and Wigner18j, the symbols of the first and second kind are [25, (17 
and
at n = 5 and n = 6, respectively. Tables III and IV show numerical results of these.
In the class Wigner15j, the symbols of the third kind are [25, (20. 3)] generating Table V . The fourth kind is
which leads to Table VI.  The fifth kind and Table VII are based on [25, (20.9) ]
(2x 1 + 1)(2x 2 + 1)(−1)
III. SUMMARY
A list of 10 values of the 12-j symbols of the first kind that appeared earlier in the literature has been corrected. Reference values for 12-j symbols of both kinds and for 15-j values of all five kinds have been computed with a program written in Python3, which is made available as ancillary material.
[1] Adams, B. G., and J. The verification of the first entry in Table I may 
The factor ∆(j 1 , j 2 , j 3 ) on the right hand side of (2) applied to the first 6-j symbol on the right hand side implies that nonzero contributions may only emerge from x equal to −1, 0 or 1. The special value [18, 9.5 
Inserting this value and (A5) into (A3) generates the value 1/54 on the top of Table I. 
